
HURLEY 1XI vs Wraysbury 2XI – 23rd May 2015 
 

HURLEY 
S Wright c Afridi b Ahmed 30 

D Simoes Not Out 108 

N Akhtar c Afridi b Ahmed 101 

P Ridgeway  

S Taylor  

V Sharma  

C Wright  

I Arshad 

V Bhagwani  

A Junaid 

D Day 

 Extras 30 

 Total 269-2 

 

I Ahmed 13.5-1-61-2 A Davies 10-0-62-0 

A Rabbani 8-0-54-0 K Buttar 8-0-60-0 

A Freeman 7-0-22-0     FOW: 1-43, 2-269 

 

WRAYSBURY 2XI 
P Midha c Akhtar b Bhagwani 37 

T Dibley c Bhagwani b Sharma 0 

I Ahmed c S Wright b Ridgeway 31 

H Freeman c Ridgeway b Bhagwani 6 

S Jiggari c Sharma b Ridgeway 6 

B Afridi b Ridgeway 4 

K Buttar c Simoes b Bhagwani 11 

A Davies c Sharma b Bhagwani 11 

B Freeman Not Out 18 

A Rebbani lbw Ridgeway 0 

A Freeman Not Out 7 

 Extras 65 

 Total 196-9 

 

I Arshad 10-1-22-0 P Ridgeway 10-3-25-4 

V Sharma 6-0-41-1 V Bhagwani 12-6-23-4 

N Akhtar 9-1-30-0 C Wright 4-0-9-0 

A Junaid 2-0-16-0 

 

Like Trigger, Hurley were in need of a new broom after the previous weeks capitulation and 

losing the toss was not such a bad omen as Steve Wright (30) rolled back the years with a 29 

ball blitz to lay a solid opening stand for Hurley of 43 with a more circumspect Dave Simoes 

(108*). Wright fell to a sharp catch by Afridi at mid-off, but his innings set the tone as Simoes 

picked up the pace with the ebullient Naeem Akhtar (101) to smash the 18 year old 2nd 

wicket record for the 1st team adding 226 in 38 blistering overs before calling a halt when 

Akhtar fell to an excellent running catch from Afridi off Imran Ahmed (2-61). Andy Freeman 

bowled a tight spell of 7 overs 0-22, and it was a puzzle that he didn’t return for a second 

spell. With no umpire or scorer, Wraysbury came in to another sumptuous tea bemoaning the 

target of 270 to win as too high, but with 53 overs and a placid wicket, the declaration 

seemed fair.  

 

Fuelled with spicey samosas and peerless pizza, Hurley bounced out to the wicket and 

captured the early wicket of skipper Tom Dibley offering an easy catch to point where Vik 



Bhagwani squatted to pouch the catch from Varun Sharma (1-41). At 1-1, like Julie Andrews, 

Wraysbury had a mountain to climb. Hurley’s indiscipline then let them down as sundries 

contributed generously to Wraysbury’s second wicket stand of 108 between Pav Midha (37) 

and Imran Ahmed (31). Wrayburry jollied along at over 5 an over as Hurley sprayed the ball 

around like a Tom cat but in the 19th over Midha fell to midwicket where Akhtar took the 

catch off Bhagwani (4-23). It was almost as if a boil had been lanced as the visitors imploded 

to 154-9 losing 8 wickets for 45 runs as Bhagwani and Phil Ridgeway (4-25) ran through the 

middle/late order enticing a range of rash shots. With 17 overs then left to secure maximum 

points, Hurley failed to dislodge the last pair of father and son Andy and Ben Freeman. 

Fifteen year old Ben (18not) was particularly impressive easily defending the return of pace 

and farming the strike to protect his dad. But Hurley’s failings continued with a number of 

sharp chances dropped and byes and wides freely winging to the long leg boundary clearly 

dispiriting the fielding side. Wraysbury frustrated Hurley at 196-9 at the close but Hurley need 

to look to themselves to be more focused on the season and competitive. Their 65 byes and 

wides now brings the total number of sundries conceded in their 4 matches to 143. 


